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1-Aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid(ACC) is isolated 
from several plant tissues including pears and apples, and regm·d
ed as a key intermediate in the biosynthesis of ethylene, a plant 
ho1mone that affects diverse growing and developmental process
es, including fruit ripening, leaf and flower senescence, and stress 
responses. ACC is the simplest compound in which amino m1d 
carboxyl groups bind to cyclopropane ling directly. The enzyme 
ACC deaminase catalizes opening of this ring to give a
ketobutyrate. 

ACC deaminase from a yeast Hansenula saturnus has been 
crystallized by a hanging-drop vapour diffusion method. T]1e dif
fraction data from native crystal has been collected to 4.0 A reso
lution with Rmerge=ll.3% (82.1% of expected reflections) on a 
Weissenberg camera using synchrotron radiation at Photon Facto
ry (KEK,Japan).The crystals belong to C222I space group with 
cell dimensions of a=276.7, b=66.l and c=l87.1 A. Assuming two 
dimers of an estimated moleculm· weight of 69,000 per asymmet
ric unit. Vm was calculated to be 3.0},.3/Da and solvent volume 
fraction was 58 %. Assuming three dimers per asymmetlic unit. 
Vm was calculated to be 2.0A3/Da and solvent volume fraction 
was 38%. Diffraction data set ofPHMBS de1ivatives was collect
ed to 4.0A resolution with Rmerge=l2.8% (89.0% of expected 
reflections). From difference Patterson and anomalous difference 
Patterson maps of PHMBS derivative, we could find heavy atom 
peaks. Phasing and a sem·ching for further heavy-atom derivatives 
for multiple isomorphous replacement method are now in progress. 
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Porphobilinogen deaminase (PBGD) is the third enzyme in 
the biosynthetic pathway of tetrapyrroles. PBGD catalyses the 
stepwise polymerization of four molecules of the substl·ate por
phobilinogen forming the highly unstable intermediate 
preuroporphylinogen. " 

The structure of native E.coliPBGD has been solved to 1.7 A. 
However a flexible loop region of this structure remains invisible. 
Therefore it was decided to try freezing C!)'Stals in order to tl)' to 
gain more information about this missing loop. 

Asp 84 is a catalytically important residue in the active site 
cleft. This residue hydrogen bonds to the py!TOle nitro gens of the 
cofactor and facilitates deamination and stabilizes the developing 
positive charge throughout the reaction. The D84E mutant of this 
protein retains 1% of its catalytic activity whereas other mutants, 
such as D84A and D84N, m·e catalytically inactive. This makes 
this mutant an interesting mutant for structural studies. 

Crystals of the D84E mutant ha'::e been grown and success
fully frozen for data collection. A 2.2A data set was collected and 
processed. The protein was found to have crystallized in space 
group P21212, which is the same space group as the original struc
ture, however the unit cell of a=84.97 b= 75.09 c=48.29 a=~="{=90° 
is significantly smaller than tl1at of the native crystal. This sluinkage 
in the unit cell was assumed to be a result of freezing the crystal. 

Due to the shrinkage in the unit cell molecular replacement 
methods had to be used before any structural refinement could 
take place. 
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Cyclic terpenoids are found throughout nature and comprise 
a medicinally important class of compounds from plants. The bio
synthesis of cyclic terpenes is detem1ined by branch point enzymes 
refe1Ted to as terpene cyclases. The objective of our research pro
gram is to understand the structural, functional. and chemical fea
tures governing two distinct stereochemically controlled cycliza
tions offm·nesyl diphosphate (FPP) catalyzed by two homologous 
plant sesquiterpene cyclases that result in two unique bicyclic prod
ucts. Our current C!)'Stallographic and enzymatic studies will pro
vide the foundation for our long range goal that focuses on a ratio
nally and combinatorially based redesign of terpene cyclases for 
the enzymatically directed syntheses of phm·maceutically impor
tant terpenoids. This structure/function analysis should also deep
en our understanding of the biosynthesis of the lmger class of es
sential terpenoids including cholesterol, steroid honnones, and lipid 
soluble vitamins. 

Our experimental system encompasses two homologous ses
quiterpene cyclases (77% amino acid identity), 5-epi-m·istolochene 
synthase from N. tabacum (TEAS) and vetispiradiene synthase 
from H. muticus (HVS). which cyclize FPP into products which 
m·e structurally quite different. Chemical rationalization of there
action mechanisms suggests several partial reactions common to 
both enzymes and at least one final-step unique to each. We have 
grown crystals of TEAS and an active TEAS/HVS chimera in the 
space group P41212 (65% solvent). We have obtained a native chi
mera data set to 2.8A and four derivative data sets resulting in our 
initial 2.8A MIRAS map. Solvent flattening greatly improved the 
quality of the initial electron density map: solvent boundm·ies, con
nectivity, and secondary structural features are readily apparent. 
We have begun model building. Once the chimera structure is in
terpreted and refined, it should provide us with a sem·ch model for 
the structural determination of the wild type enzymes as well as 
other chemically interesting chimeras. By comparing the struc
tures of these enzymes and their complexes with products and in
hibitors we should gain insight into the pm·ticulm· active site resi
dues and surfaces responsible for common and specific reactions 
among tl1e cyclases. 
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Hemagglutinin-Neuraminidase, (HN), one of the two surface 
proteins of pm·amyxoviruses, mediates the attachment of the virus 
to host cells and as such is a candidate for drug design not only 
against Newcastle disease (NDV), but also mumps and pm·ainflu
enzal whose HN shm·e 33 and25% sequence identity respectively 
witl1 NDV HN. 

HN was c1ystallised by the hanging drop method from O.lM 
acetate buffer pH4.6, 0.2M(NI-I4)2S04 and 25%PEG4K. Native 
X-ray data were collected both on the inhouse Siemens and on 
beamline Xll of the DESY synchrotron, Hamburg, to 2.7 A reso
lution. No HN structure has been determined, although there is a 
predicted2 structural similmity to influenza neuraminidase which 
shmes 17% sequence identity. Molecular replacement using the 
structures of influenza neuraminidase A orB, the known bacterial 
neuraminidases or models based on these has been unsuccessful. 


